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the second film is a direct sequel to the original neon genesis evangelion. the second film sees the
story continue from the original anime. the story picks up several years after the original neon
genesis evangelion, and sees the revelation of neon genesis evangelion: death and rebirth, and
begins to focus on how the angels are reacting to the pilots revealed to be alive. shinji is now
thought to be dead, and the remaining eva pilots are shown to be living a normal life until they are
approached and recruited by tokyo-3 to be a part of nerv's prime unit. mari is separated from asuka
and is expected to be killed by the angels. there are some official, though low-quality, english
subtitles and english audio tracks and english dubs for the first rebuild film. here are some examples
of where they are used in the rebuild films. on the rebuild film itself, inside two of the film cut-ins,
the english signs and cut-ins are spelled correctly; one of them reveals the characters idea of the
meaning of the three beings who are watching him. hideaki anno : anime has a lot of its value in
being well-made, and this has come from an art sense; to at least have the idea of an art sense here,
its a relief. the kind of art thing that has been missing for a long time has finally come back, and i
think that its the first time its happened with animation. what i dont like here are the characters.
they are obviously not from evangelion, and they are kind of stupid. its weird to see the kind of
absurdities that i expected would never come up before. its not, like, i never expected, oh you know,
i never thought that this would happen, but it happened.
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this is a pretty cool anime, which was directed by hideaki anno (of neon genesis evangelion fame).
this anime series is a sequel to the neon genesis evangelion anime. the evangelion anime is a

science fiction anime that was directed by hideaki anno and is the second of a series of tv series and
movies that take place in the same fictional universe. neon genesis evangelion is the story of

humanity's war with the mysterious "machines" that appear and take over people's bodies (called
"angel"s). the films follow the story of shinji ikari, a young boy who pilots an "evangelion" fighter
pilot unit, as he battles the machines in order to save humanity. neon genesis evangelion (which
means "the new beginning of the evangelion") is a religious science fiction anime that features a

cast of characters including; shinji, rei ayanami, asuka langley soryu, gendo ikari, and misato
katsuragi. the evangelion franchise is an anime franchise created by hideaki anno. the franchise is
based on a series of japanese mecha shows with similar themes, and many of the characters and

concepts from the shows were used in the series. neon genesis evangelion (which means "the new
beginning of the evangelion") is a religious science fiction anime that features a cast of characters

including; shinji ikari, rei ayanami, asuka langley soryu, gendo ikari, and misato katsuragi.
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